What is the Financial Times?

The Financial Times is a world leading organisation who publishes business news and information. This includes the Financial Times newspaper and the FT.com

What type of information will I find in the Financial Times?

You'll find the latest UK and international business finance, economic and political news, comment and analysis from the Financial Times. These are broken down into different areas along the banner.

What does our electronic Financial Times subscription at Newcastle University cover?

The Library has a "level 1 FT in-depth" subscription to the FT.com database, which means access to the last seven years of the Financial Times newspaper and its related website.
What print access does our Financial Times subscription cover?

We receive a print copy of the newspaper each day and this located on level 2 of the Robinson Library. Each issue is kept for two months - to consult a pre-current issue ask at desk on Level 2.

How to log into the Financial Times.

To access the Financial Times, all you will need is your University username and password.

1. On and off campus, access the Financial Times from Library Search.
2. You will be prompted to sign in using Single Sign On.
3. Once logged in, you can create your own myFT profile, to access additional features, such as pinning topics you are most interested in, setting up email alerts and saving articles.

I’ve logged into Financial Times, how do I basic search?

Access the search box by clicking on the search icon and use keywords. Use the search tips and tricks to improve your results.

The results page ranks the most relevant results highest.
How can I refine my results on Financial Times.com?

Results are organised by relevance and you can refine your results by date.

Refine your search results further using the filters at the bottom right of the page.

Can I browse rather than searching?

Use the topics to browse within different sections of FT.com.
Expand the headings to browse different sectors, geographies and companies.
Explore the other services available from FT.com by expanding the menu.
Personalise with My FT

Once you’ve created an account, you’ll be able to personalise your account, save articles and favourites and set up alerts.

Can I print, download and share content from FT.com?

Within individual articles or pages, you’ll see options where you are able to share and save articles, print and set up alerts to follow whole topics.

What else is available on FT.com?

There are lots of other things available in The Financial Times, some of which include:

- FT Slideshows and images [http://www.ft.com/slideshows](http://www.ft.com/slideshows)
- FT Lexicon (glossary) [http://lexicon.ft.com/](http://lexicon.ft.com/)
- FT epaper (electronic version of the printed version with formatting/typesetting/images) [http://www.ft.com/epaper](http://www.ft.com/epaper)
Further help for the Financial Times

This quick guide is a very brief overview of how to get started with accessing The Financial Times. Once logged into the platform please see the help section which has some good hints and tips.

Further information is also available on their social media accounts:

**Financial Times Blogs** [http://www.ft.com/comment/blogs](http://www.ft.com/comment/blogs)

**Financial Times Twitter Accounts** [http://www.ft.com/twitter](http://www.ft.com/twitter)

**Financial Times Facebook** [https://www.facebook.com/financialtimes](https://www.facebook.com/financialtimes)

**Youtube** [http://www.youtube.com/user/FinancialTimesVideos](http://www.youtube.com/user/FinancialTimesVideos)